Aspire Global adds Red Tiger Gaming to its gaming
content portfolio
Aspire Global, the complete iGaming solutions for operators and white labels, is pleased
to announce the addition of Red Tiger Gaming to its gaming content portfolio.
The launch of Red Tiger’s cutting-edge casino content will be a further enhancement to
Aspire Global’s partners network and will include the group’s unique slots portfolio and
latest games such as the hugely popular Pirates’ Plenty; in the UK and Denmark as well
as across international markets.
The integration of Red Tiger Gaming is a further quality addition to Aspire Global’s gaming
platform, which continues to be strengthened by the arrival of high-quality and innovative
games producers such as Red Tiger.
The agreement follows the recent news of Aspire Global’s acquisition of gaming content
aggregator Pariplay and means partners will now have even more choice and variety on
offer for their players. They also benefit from Aspire Global’s best-in-class CRM system to
develop player lifetime values and lower churn.
Jov Spiero, Vice President of Sales at Aspire Global, commented: “The addition of
Red Tiger games is a further enhancement to our strong portfolio; and enables players
to choose from the best providers in the industry direct from the Aspire Global platform.
We are confident that the combination of Red Tiger’s record of innovation and quality
game development and our growth-driven platform will be a great success.”
Chris Looney, Commercial Director at Red Tiger, said: “We are very pleased to sign
up with such a strong platform provider like Aspire Global. We are always looking to
expand the reach of our industry leading content portfolio and products into regulated
markets and we believe a strong relationship with Aspire will provide that."

About Aspire Global:
Founded in 2005, Aspire Global offers a comprehensive iGaming solution for operators
and white labels, including a complete suite of services for casino and sportsbook,
multilingual CRM, payments and risk control, support call center, VIP management,
acquisition optimisation and a robust, market-leading platform. Aspire Global operates in
regulated markets including the UK, Denmark, Portugal, Sweden, Ireland and Malta.
About Red Tiger
Red Tiger is a young and dynamic casino games supplier that creates top-performing
HTML5 slots and table games. It also offers a bespoke progressive jackpot system, a

Smart Spins bonus management application, and its own Tournaments gamification
feature to enhance the user experience. It recently launched its Daily Drop Jackpots
Network to offer operators of any size access to network-wide daily jackpots. Founded in
late 2014 by a group of industry veterans from major B2B and B2C gaming brands, the
company is growing fast and is now served by over 200 full time staff including
mathematicians, graphic designers, software developers, audio engineers, gambling
experts, QAs, account managers and secret magicians; all entirely dedicated to
continuously improving the slots player experience. It holds licences in the UK, Malta,
Alderney, and Gibraltar, and its games are certified for Denmark, Italy, and Sweden.
Learn more at: www.RedTiger.com

